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1) Solve the equation for x: 2x+10 = 75

2) James decides to collect $100 for a charity and he

starts selling pens for the same. He earns $1.50 per

pen. He also receives a onetime donation of $40 from

a good hearted person. Then how many pens he has to

sell to collect the decided amount?

3) Solve the equation for v.

4) Solve the equation for t.

5) Mark paid a rent of $42 at a local market where it

costs $15 to rent a stand and $3 per hour to stay

there. Then for how many hours did Mark stay at the

market?
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6) Convert the following statement into an equation and 

solve it in two steps: “Adding 3 to one-third of m 

results in 81.” 

 

7) Mia’s father is 70 years old. He is 10 years older 

than 2 times Mia’s age. Then how old is Mia? 

 

8) Convert the following statement into an equation and 

solve it in two steps: “three-fourth of a number x minus 

3 is equal to 5.” 

 
9) Solve for x using the following isosceles trapezoid. 

 
10) 289 students went on a field trip. 8 buses were 

filled (with an equal number of students) and 9 students 

went by a car. Then how many students were there in 

each bus? 
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1) 32.5 

2) 40 pens 

3) 
 

4) -76 

5) 9 hours 

6) 234 

7) 30 years 

8) 32/3 

9) 2.5 

10) 35 students 
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1) A two-step equation can be 
solved using exactly two of the 
four operations addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and 
division. 

2) If the equation has addition, 
we subtract, and vice versa. 
Similarly, if the equation has 
multiplication, then we divide. 

3) While solving the equations 
using an operation, the 
operation has to be done on both 
sides of the equation. 
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